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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
IN THE TERRITORY
Over 3600 international students from 80 different countries currently
study in the Territory in higher education, vocational education and
training, English language colleges and schools.
A temporary relaxation of working hours for student visa holders during the COVID-19
pandamic has been implemented.
Students can work for more than 40 hours a fortnight if they are employed:
· in the tourism and hospitality sector
· by an aged care Approved Provider or Commonwealth-funded aged care service provider
with a RACS ID or a NAPS ID, before 8 September 2020
· by a registered National Disability Insurance Scheme provider
· enrolled in a health care related course and you are supporting the health effort against
COVID-19, as directed by health officials
· in the agriculture sector.
These are temporary measures implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic, and will be
reviewed by the Government.
Continue to check the Department of Home Affairs website for updates on these arrangements.
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TERRITORY BUSINESSES
ALREADY EMPLOY
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
AND CONSIDER THEM VALUED
MEMBERS OF THEIR STAFF

Internships, work experience placements, work integrated learning placements and
industry placements are all ways of describing how international students gain the skills and
experience to meet your business needs.
There’s also the opportunity for graduates who qualify to work for up to six years after they
graduate - employer sponsorship is not necessary.
Australian work experience is highly valued by international students and the fact that
the Territory can offer jobs and work experience is a key value proposition in growing the
number of international students who choose to study in Australia’s Northern Territory.
The international connections and perspectives students and graduates bring are
beneficial to Territory business, especially businesses exporting around the world or
looking to start exporting.
This guide has been jointly produced by the Northern Territory Government’s Department
of Industry, Tourism and Trade, through StudyNT, and the Chamber of Commerce NT.
It aims to help Territory employers understand the opportunities and benefits to their
business offered by international students being part of their workforce. Territory
employers already know how to employ staff; this guide provides information about
recruiting international students and graduate employees, or hosting them as interns.
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WHY ENGAGE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS?
The benefits to Territory businesses of all sizes can include:
· opportunity to train current staff in managing staff from different cultures/backgrounds
– this may be particularly useful if the organisation currently exports or is planning to
expand into exporting
· fresh eyes – new ideas and approaches to doing business
· enthusiasm – international students and graduates often bring unbridled enthusiasm for
their role, organisation and new country
· access to intelligence about overseas markets, including supply chain information and
cultural information which may prove useful to the business in the long term
· bi or tri-lingual staff who can effectively communicate with overseas clients/suppliers
· ability to move international students to overseas offices with ease (visa dependent).

BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYERS
Beyond the business benefits, employers often find that international students possess
many beneficial personal qualities, including:
· maturity and independence, gained from moving overseas and living independently
· resilience in the workplace, as a result of different life experiences
· a good work ethic and appreciation of all opportunities
· cross-cultural understanding, patience and empathy.
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MYTH BUSTERS ABOUT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
International students are highly motivated, committed and keen to
experience Territory workplaces. Here we dispel some common myths
about recruiting international students for prospective employers:

Myth

01

International students do not have good English language skills
International students must meet English language proficiency
requirements to get a student visa (subclass 500) and enrol in
academic programs at university, vocational education and training
(VET) courses and schools. Students study and write assignments
in English.

International students cannot work unless I sponsor them
Myth

02

Myth

03

International students on a student visa can work up to 40 hours
a fortnight while courses are in session, and unlimited hours while
courses are not in session. A sponsorship from an employer is not
needed. However, you are required to check that any student or
graduate you employ has a current visa with work rights using the free
Visa Entitlement Verification Online (VEVO) service.

The mentoring will outweigh the benefits I get from an
international student
International students are paying high tuition fees to study in Australia
with the aim to build their career. Any opportunity that provides a
pathway to the students’ professional development will be met with
strong enthusiasm and a willingness to learn.
International students are often highly resilient, having chosen to live
in another country to study in a second language.

Students do not have the skills I need in my business
Myth

04

All courses offered to international students must undergo strict
quality control to ensure students receive high-quality training and
gain relevant skills and knowledge.
You can also contact referees (lecturers or staff where the students
study) to verify the student has the education and training skills
needed in your business. International students can also have their
skills and overseas qualifications assessed at the Darwin Skills
Recognition Centre.
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WHAT OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE?
INTERNSHIPS
Internships, also known as work placements, work experiences, work
integrated learning and industry placements, provide students with
‘hands on’ experience by way of a short placement during their studies.
They may be paid or unpaid.
Placements can be in fields such as accounting, aged care, community services, early
childhood, engineering, information and communication technology (ICT), hospitality,
management or social media marketing, with students studying a vocational education and
training course or higher education at undergraduate, master or PhD.
The hours worked do not count towards the student’s work restriction of 40 hours per
fortnight if the internship is a mandatory component of a student’s course.
Paid and unpaid internships for international students are covered by the same legislative
provisions as for all Australians:
· the main beneficiary of the internships should be the student, not the employer
· insurance cover needs to be in place, taken out either by the employer or the
education provider.

HOW TO FIND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS FOR AN INTERNSHIP
Go to nt.gov.au/recruit-an-international-student and provide a short outline of the
skills required for your paid or unpaid internship. Your request will be sent to Northerrn
Territory education providers who have international students with the skills to meet your
requirements.
Contact an international education and training provider directly – see a full list at
theterritory.com.au/study/find-my-institution
Employers are provided with resumes of several students so they can select who they
would like to interview.
Internships are supervised by the employer and the education provider’s coordinator, who
acts as the student’s mentor.

BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYERS
· the opportunity to engage students and test their skills as a potential employee
· a short-term commitment
· building links with education providers for future research and consulting.
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THE OPPORTUNITY TO ENGAGE
STUDENTS AND TEST THEIR SKILLS
AS A POTENTIAL EMPLOYEE
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TIPS ON ENGAGING AND MENTORING
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Here are some tips to ensure students are as productive as possible:
· give students an induction to your company including your mission, history,
values, challenges, occupational health and safety procedures, facilities, protocols
and local norms
· brief students on your expectations, the types of tasks/projects they will undertake
and the team(s) with which they will work
· provide training and support to mentors assigned to students
· where relevant, clarify intellectual property guidelines
· assign an experienced employee as a mentor/supervisor who the student can approach
for advice
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· assign a buddy who can be responsible to integrate the student faster into the culture
and activities of the organisation
· ensure the student is made to feel welcome and part of the company, e.g. inclusion in
social activities
· provide as much industry exposure as possible, for example, meetings with clients, and
attending presentations and industry expositions
· regularly check on their progress and provide honest feedback and support. In particular,
discuss the development of the student’s employability skills that are important for your
company, for example, initiative, teamwork, communication and problem solving
· go through the agreement that outlines learning objectives with the student and their
rights and responsibilities.

THE TEMPORARY GRADUATE VISA
ALLOWS ELIGIBLE GRADUATES TO
WORK IN AUSTRALIA TEMPORARILY
AFTER THEY FINISH THEIR STUDIES
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PART-TIME OR CASUAL WORK
KEY POINTS TERRITORY EMPLOYERS NEED TO KNOW
· international students can work up to 40 hours per fortnight while courses are in session
and unlimited hours while courses are not in session (such as during semester breaks)
· students undertaking postgraduate research have no restrictions on the hours they can
work, even during their study
· for more information, visit https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visalisting/student-500

I’VE GOT A CASUAL JOB AND I’D LIKE TO EMPLOY AN
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT – WHO DO I CONTACT?
In addition to all the usual places employers advertise jobs (Seek, Gumtree, etc.), you can
also contact Northern Territory international education and training providers directly with
details of the job so the providers can circulate to their students.
Contact details are available on TheTerritory.com.au/study/find-my-institution

CAN I EMPLOY AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AFTER
THEY GRADUATE?
Yes, if they’ve got the right visa. Many students apply for a Post Study Working sub-class
485 visa after graduation. For students who’ve studied, graduated and continued to live in
the Territory, they may be able to work for up to:
· Vocational education and training – 18 months
· Undergraduate – four years
· Masters by coursework – four years
· Masters by research – five years
· PhD – six years.
It’s easy to check the visa status of a prospective employee at Visa Entitlement Verification
Online (VEVO).
Graduates are responsible for applying and maintaining a temporary graduate visa (subclass
485). Employers are often mistaken that the student needs permanent residency to access a
job, or that the employer has to ‘host’ them.
For more information, https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-listing/
temporary-graduate-485

VOLUNTEERING
Voluntary, unpaid work is not included in the visa limit of 40 hours per fortnight if it is:
· of benefit to the community
· for a not-for-profit organisation
· genuinely voluntary, that is, not paid either in cash or in-kind, however board and lodging
is acceptable.
If the voluntary work could have been undertaken by an Australian resident who would
have received a wage, then this is included in the 40 hours visa restriction.
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EMPLOYERS AND
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
CHECKING WORK RIGHTS
It is the employer’s responsibility to make sure that any prospective employees have
the legal right to work in Australia before making an offer of employment. Information on
work rights can be found via the free 24-hour online service, Visa Entitlement Verification
Online (VEVO).

EMPLOYMENT LAW AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
If you are employing someone, it does not matter if they are an international or domestic
student, a temporary visa holder or a citizen, the employer must abide by Australian laws.
Conditions set out by Fair Work Australia – including the provision of fair wages, breaks,
leave entitlements and other conditions – cover all individuals working in Australia.
For more information, visit fairwork.gov.au

RECRUITMENT PROCESS
Many international students may not have attended a formal interview in Australia before,
therefore nerves should be taken into account when assessing a student’s interview
performance. Students from some countries might also exhibit certain cultural traits, such
as not engaging in direct eye contact with senior work colleagues, which is a sign of respect
in their culture.
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CASE STUDY: WORK PLACEMENT AND POST STUDY EMPLOYMENT
CONNIE JAPE
Owner – Jape Furnishing Superstore
Jape Furnishing Superstore is a family business, well established in
Darwin for over 40 years. Jape provides home, office and outdoor
furniture made for the Territory. Today, Jape has a team of more than
25 Territorians running a 4000sqm permanent display room and a huge
variety of designer furnishings.

Jape has been engaging international
students as interns for a number of years.
Connie says, ‘Darwin is a multicultural
place and we need multicultural staff to
serve our customers.
‘Training people is not easy but young
people are our future so we need to
provide opportunities for them. Engaging
students as interns gives the student a
real life experience, plus we get some
new ideas and concepts for our marketing
program. In particular, the younger
generation will give you a different
perspective. And everyone needs to start
somewhere.’

STUDENT - ANDREA SALAZAR,
Colombia, studying at International House Business College
Andrea came to Darwin in 2019 to study a Diploma in Social Media at the International
House Business College in Darwin. Her aim was to expand her knowledge and to get real
experience in a workplace to advance her career. The internship at Jape required Andrea to
provide marketing content for the store, to maintain the website and to create new content
for their social media.
Andrea says, ‘In the classroom you learn the basics, but in the placement you learn more
from your managers and your colleagues. The biggest project for me was making a video for
the store. I could use all the different programs and tools that the company has available. It
was really fun, and really helpful. I have learnt a lot.’
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CASE STUDY: WORK PLACEMENT AND POST STUDY EMPLOYMENT
SIMON HOPWOOD
Sales and Marketing Executive,
South East Asian Livestock Services (SEALS)
South East Asian Livestock Services (SEALS) is a registered livestock
exporter in Australia with over 20 years of history. SEALS uses the major
ports of Townsville, Mourilyan, Weipa, Karumba, Darwin, Broome,
Wyndham, Port Hedland and Geraldton. SEALS sources most of their
livestock from Northern Australia.
SEALS clientele are located throughout the
South East Asian region. The company’s
engagement with international students
allows the business to demonstrate
commitment to the company’s diversity
and provides business insights and some
perceptions into other countries’ trading
culture.
Simon says, ‘Engaging international students
in the team has assisted us with language skills
when negotiating with business partners in
Vietnam. It has also given the business some
insights into local Vietnamese culture. Having
international students can also brighten up
the workplace. For example on someone’s
birthday the students brought a Vietnamese
cake to morning tea, with pork in it. Now it
has become a tradition to bring this cake.’

STUDENTS - SAPHIA TIEN AND JANE PHAM,
Vietnam, studying at Charles Darwin University
Saphia Tien and Jane Pham are both from Vietnam and are completing their Master of
Business Administration (MBA) at Charles Darwin University. Both had worked for SEALS
on a casual basis to cover a shortfall in staff before being offered an internship.
Saphia says, ‘This work placement is a practical application from what I study in my MBA
course. At SEALS, I am being tasked with the commercial documentation for the shipment
and the cost control.’ Jane adds, ‘This work placement allows me to gain real life experience
in my field of work.’
Saphia also notes, ‘Australian employers are very straightforward. If you are hardworking,
passionate and you contribute your skills and knowledge to the job, your efforts will be
rewarded.’
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EMPLOYERS ARE PROVIDED
WITH RESUMES OF SEVERAL
STUDENTS SO THEY CAN
SELECT WHO THEY WOULD
LIKE TO INTERVIEW
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CASE STUDY: WORK PLACEMENT AND POST STUDY EMPLOYMENT
SARAH GIANNIKOURIS
Director, TCA Accountants & Bookkeepers
TCA was founded by George and Sarah Giannikouris in 2011 and
has developed into a progressive business solutions centre helping
organisations to address challenges in business operations, such
as digital transformation, risk management, compliance, business
continuity, and more.
Sarah Giannikouris has hosted international students as interns through Navitas
Professional since 2016. She says, ‘The
commitment of the students to stay in the
Northern Territory as part of their migration
pathway can be a real advantage to local
businesses. Internships are also a great
way of growing future employees. We have
offered a full-time job to one of our previous
interns and are supporting him now to
complete his Certified Practising Accountant
(CPA) accreditation.
‘After completing the internship with us, the
students can also become an asset when
trying to increase capacity during a peak
season.’
She adds, ‘For an internship to be successful,
it needs to be structured and include
mentoring. It is important that the internship
benefits both the student and the employer.’

STUDENT - MINAL PATEL,
India, studying at Navitas Professional
Minal completed a Master of Professional Accounting in Melbourne before coming to
Darwin, where she enrolled with Navitas Professional to complete the Professional
Year in Accounting.
Minal says, ‘I came to Darwin as work opportunities are easier to find here, and found
a placement with TCA. I have been able to use the theory from my study and gain
real-life, practical experiences in the field I am passionate about. And I don’t feel like
an intern, I am treated like staff.’
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WHO DO I CONTACT TO ENGAGE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS?

WORK EXPERIENCE
OPPORTUNITIES

CASUAL/PART-TIME
WORK OPPORTUNITIES

GRADUATE
OPPORTUNITIES

Julia Ash
Employer Liaison Officer

Julia Ash
Employer Liaison Officer

+61 1800 061 963
+61 8 8946 6288

+61 1800 061 963
+61 8 8946 6288

careers@cdu.edu.au

careers@cdu.edu.au

Luis Herrera Diaz
Team Leader Engineering

Luis Herrera Diaz
Team Leader Engineering

+61 8 8946 6508
Luis.HerreraDiaz@cdu.edu.au

+61 8 8946 6508
Luis.HerreraDiaz@cdu.edu.au

Charles Yeo
Theme Leader Information
Technology

Charles Yeo
Theme Leader
Information Technology

+61 8 8946 6088
Charles.yeo@cdu.edu.au

+61 8 8946 6088
Charles.yeo@cdu.edu.au

Julia Ash
Employer Liaison Officer

Julia Ash
Employer Liaison Officer

+61 1800 061 963
+61 8 8946 6288

+61 1800 061 963
+61 8 8946 6288

careers@cdu.edu.au

careers@cdu.edu.au

Charles Darwin University
ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
• Master of Accounting
- Professional Practice (300 hours)
• Master of Business Administration
- Professional Practice (300 hours)
• Professional Practice Program (CDU - Asia
Pacific College of Business and Law) provides
students the opportunity to apply theoretical
concepts learned in class into practice in a
professional setting in a business/accounting
position under the supervision of a qualified
mentor (300 hours)
Janine Bowen
Work Integrated Learning
+61 8 8946 8850
BLPlacements@cdu.edu.au
ENGINEERING

Professional placement of 12 weeks
All engineering students at CDU also have to do
a substantial research project (half time over one
year). Some students do this project in industry,
and other students do this at university, but the
project is focused on solving a specific local problem
(industry usually provides a second supervisor for
these projects).
Luis Herrera Diaz
Team Leader Engineering
+61 8 8946 6508
Luis.HerreraDiaz@cdu.edu.au
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Professional placement is optional
Most IT students at CDU also have to do a
substantial research project (half time over one
year). Some students do this project in industry,
and other students do this at university, but the
project is focused on solving a specific local problem
(industry usually provides a second supervisor for
these projects).
Charles Yeo
Theme Leader Information Technology
+61 8 8946 6088
Charles.yeo@cdu.edu.au
VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING
Julia Ash
Employer Liaison Officer
+61 1800 061 963
+61 8 8946 6288

careers@cdu.edu.au
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WORK EXPERIENCE
OPPORTUNITIES

CASUAL/PART-TIME
WORK OPPORTUNITIES

GRADUATE
OPPORTUNITIES

nom@accollege.edu.au

nom@accollege.edu.au

Australian Careers College
AGED CARE
EARLY CHILDHOOD

nom@accollege.edu.au

International College of Advanced Education
HOSPITALITY AND COMMERCIAL COOKERY

info@icae.edu.au

1 semester (up to 900 hours) of paid or unpaid work

info@icae.edu.au

Navitas Professional Careers and Internships
Navitas Professional Careers and Internships is a
professional development and education expert,
specialising in career-focused programs that deliver
outstanding employment outcomes.

darwin@navitas-internships.com

darwin@navitas-internships.com

Since 2008, we have placed over 10,000 students
in industry-based internships and we are the only
national provider accredited to deliver all 3 streams
of the Professional Year Program - an initiative of
the Australian Government to address the skills
shortage in Australia.
• Skilled Migration Internship Program – Accounting
(SMIPA)
• Professional Year – IT (ACS)
• Professional Year – Engineering (EEA)
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Study in Australia’s Northern Territory
@studynorthernterritory #StudyNT
StudyNT@nt.gov.au
+61 8 8999 7500
studynt.nt.gov.au

TheTerritory.com.au

